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Business
Planning

Active blogger: CleantechGeek.com

Producer of the “Inside Cleantech” 
Youtube Series

Author of the up and coming book 
“The CleantechGeek Manifesto: How 
to Adapt and Accelerate Renewable 
Energy Deployment”

1. Renewable Energy | A Cleantech Geek’s Manifesto: 

3. Entrepreneurship: Embracing Failure and Busting Myths

4. Sales Management - How to sell without selling

2. Corporate Sustainability, Roadmap towards Cleantech and  
 Carbon Zero Technologies

How all of us from people to large companies can adapt and invest in 
Renewable energy? How to capture and use data to support our decisions 
and make ethical profit from clean energy and energy e�ciency. 

What is Entrepreneurship, how can we navigate our ambitions and 
generate the right ideas for business. How can we learn from our mistakes 
and failures? What are the fundamentals of starting a business and how 
the I.M.P.A.C.T.© Methodology can help you achieve your business goals.

Practical Changes that individuals and companies can make to imple-
ment better sales strategies and create a the right selling, client service 
dynamics within their organisations.

Business and individuas are transforming our world and combat climate 
change. What are the Game Changers and how can companies adapt 
Carbon Zero Technologies, while reducing risk by applying the 
A.D.A.P.T.© Methodology.

Ypatios Moysiadis’ early years spent growing up in an industrial coal mining 
town in Northwest Greece had a profound e�ect on his career and helped 
embed a focus on sustainability in all his future ventures. He started working in 
renewables 15 years ago, capitalising on the legislative introduction of renewa-
ble energy incentives. Over the years he expanded his scope into the develop-
ment, construction and operation of renewable energy assets. This work lead 
to posts at major British and international organisations like Galliford Try Group, 
Grupotec, Foresight Group, BayWa r.e. and Voltalia Group, working in several 
spot markets and countries. Ypatios has worked across the value chain on all 
major renewable technologies, with emphasis on Solar PV. 

Today, Ypatios is the Managing Partner of Wattcrop focusing on development of 
new generation projects internationally and advancement of innovation within 
the services sector of Renewable Energy. He is a visiting lecturer at Cass 
Business School London and ESCP Business School Paris, and promotes 
Renewables as an author and active blogger.

Ypatios Moysiadis

“The knowledge and the technology to transform our 

lives towards Carbon Zero sustainable living is here 

now. Let’s embrace those impactful entrepreneurs 

pioneers that actively disrupt the way we live…”
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Speaking Topics

Speaking Engagements



www.linkedin.com/in/ypatiosmoysiadis/

www.facebook.com/ypatios.moysiadis

https://twitter.com/ypatiosm

www.instagram.com/moysiadisypatios/

www.youtube.com/channel/UCEIYQDjBNMn7kyPtp0TZTKg

Magazines & Media 

To book Ypatios for your conference 
please contact us through: 

www.CleantechGeek.com

www.VentureTinkers.com

Steve Williams
CEO Clean Solar Solutions

Costas Andriopoulos

Ideator and coordinator of the  compilation of Solar Power Europe “Best 
Practice Guidelines for Solar PV Asset Management”

“Ypatios Moysiadis has provided me with unwavering support as my mentor 
over the last 12 months. Come hell or high water, he has proved to be a 
strength and inspiration to me”.

Ypatios is an active mentor & coach of MSC student-led start-ups, at Cass 
Business School for the past 4 years. He is an exceptional role-model, very 
insightful. He uses practical tools to enhance the deliverables and business 
results. Not to mention, his mentoring sessions are over-subscribed every year”.
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